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Belmont Stakes Welcome! 
 
 

Thank you for purchasing the 2018 Belmont Stakes Guide presented by RacingDudes.com and 
Guaranteed Tip Sheet! 
 

The Belmont Stakes is the final jewel of the elusive Triple Crown, and with Justify trying to become the 13th 

Triple Crown winner of all-time, the race will get a ton of hype this year. Called “The Test of the Champion,” 
the Belmont Stakes is the oldest of the Triple Crown races and was first run in 1867 at Belmont Park in 

Elmont, NY. The race is the longest of the Triple Crown at the grueling distance of 1 1/2 miles for 3-year-

olds on the main dirt track. This year’s edition of the Belmont Stakes will be held on Saturday, June 9, at 
approximately 6:46 p.m. (EDT).    

 
This “2018 Belmont Stakes Guide presented by RacingDudes.com and Guaranteed Tip Sheet” will give you 

the information needed to hopefully make a nice return on one of the sport’s biggest days of the year. With 

$7.2 million in purse money paid out to 10 stakes races that represent many of the sport’s divisions, the 
Belmont Stakes Day card is the early summer version of the Breeders’ Cup. 
 

This Belmont Stakes Guide will highlight all 10 stakes races on Saturday, June 9, and break down each race 

as follows: 
 

1. Top Contenders: analyzes the top horses in each race giving positives & negatives. 

2. Value Plays & Longshots: analyzes horses that can be mid-range prices to longshots in each race 

3. Other Entries: notes on each horse entered in the stakes races on Belmont Stakes Day (each horse 
is listed with post position # and morning line odds in parentheses). 

4. Pace Analysis: looking at the expected pace scenario. 

5. Wagering Strategy: ways to bet each race with suggested win, exacta, and trifecta wagers 
6. Picks: picks from Saratoga Slim, the Racing Dudes (Aaron Halterman and Jared Welch), and 

Guaranteed Pick Sheet, with a Consensus scored on 10 points for Win, 7 points for Place, 4 points 
for Show, and 1 point for fourth. 

 

The Guide will also include a section on Multi-Race Wagering Strategy.  
 

For questions and to discuss more feel free to visit racingdudes.com or tweet us at @SaratogaSlim or 

@racing_dudes on Twitter. Please note: all of the analyses for the Grade 1 stakes were written by Saratoga 
Slim. All other races and wagering strategies were written by Aaron Halterman of Racing Dudes. All photos in 

Guide (besides cover page) are by Michael “Saratoga Slim” Spector. 
 

Thank you, 
Racing Dudes 
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Race #2: Easy Goer Stakes 

Purse: $150,000 

Distance: 1 1/16 Miles (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds  

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~ 12:11 p.m. (EDT) 

 

TOP CONTENDERS: The $150,000 Easy Goer kicks off the stakes action at Belmont Park on a day closely resembling a 

Breeders’ Cup event. Trainer Brad Cox will look to have a big day on the undercard, starting with #8 HIGH NORTH 

(9/2) in this race. Two races back, he impressively won the $150,000 Northern Spur Stakes at Oaklawn Park when 

running this distance, which could be a real key because the added distance in the Grade 2 Peter Pan Stakes last out 
looked to be a bit too long for him. Jockey Florent Geroux will have the mount for the third straight time.  

 

The Chad Brown-trained #2 MASK (5/2) was all the rage at one point this winter after an impressive win in the 

$100,000 Mucho Macho Man Stakes at Gulfstream Park in January. After that race, he was being discussed as a Kentucky 
Derby prospect, but he was soon sidelined with an injury and was forced to miss the Kentucky Derby trail. He finally 

returned to the races in the Grade 3 Pat Day Mile last time out in the slop, but nothing went well, and he was a no-show 

while finishing eighth. Since that race, he has been training very well.  

 
A new shooter on the scene is #7 DARK VADER (9/2) after he finally broke through with a nice optional claiming 

victory at Santa Anita Park last time out. His connections gave him a couple of shots during the Kentucky Derby trail, but 

he struggled in both the Grade 3 Robert Lewis Stakes and the $800,000 Sunland Derby. His solid early speed will play a 

major factor with the pace.  
 
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: #3 RUGBYMAN (3/1) is the buzz horse in this race after he broke his maiden at 
Belmont Park last time out by an eye-popping 14 lengths. Trainer Graham Motion is being aggressive with this spotting, 

which is a confidence booster, and his inside post-position draw will likely ensure that he is forwardly placed.   
 

#6 BREAKING THE RULES (4/1) is a perfect 2-for-2 coming into this race with his last victory coming at Belmont Park 

against allowance company. However, here he must stretch out in distance, which will be a major question mark. He also 

has set the pace in both of his starts, which could mean more trouble because there is plenty of speed signed on to face 
him in this more difficult spot.  

 
 

Others: #1 LUNAR BEAUTY (30/1) will be a major outsider in this spot after being defeated by 12 1/2 lengths last 

time out against allowance foes at Aqueduct. However, if he can get back to his maiden-breaking form, he is not out of 

the question. He earned a 75 Beyer on debut with a 4-length victory.  

 
#4 SOUTACHE (12/1) was a major player in Florida last year at Gulfstream Park with three wins in four starts over the 

summer and fall months. This year, he returned to run a decent second in the Grade 3 Hutcheson Stakes before shipping 

to Pimlico last time out and finishing fifth in the $100,000 Chick Lang Stakes. He may have hated the sloppy surface in 

that start, though, and could improve here if the track is dry.  
 

Rounding out the field is #5 PRINCE LUCKY (12/1), a Todd Pletcher trainee that has struggled to make an impact this 

year. He has been defeated by double-digit lengths in all three of his starts and must improve considerably.  
 
 

Pace Analysis: Breaking The Rules has shown solid early speed in two sprint races, which should mean that he will be 

on the lead while stretching out to 1 1/16 miles in this race. Dark Vader and Mask are sure to be sitting right off the lead 

and will look to put early pace pressure on the front. This means that a solid early pace is likely, and the race very well 
could set up for horses like High North that sit just off the pace.  

 

Wagering Strategy: Last time out, HIGH NORTH was in great position to make a winning move in the Grade 2 Peter 

Pan Stakes, but flattened out in a big way down the lane. Perhaps the 1 1/8-mile distance was a little too long for him; 
his price is worth playing as he shortens up in distance. MASK is likely to bounce back after a mediocre performance in 

his last race and is a must-use. DARK VADER and RUGBYMAN are coming into this race off of wins against lesser 

company and have shown enough to talent to make them contenders.  

 
Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Rugbyman High North  Rugbyman Mask Mask 28 

Place Mask Mask  Prince Lucky Breaking the Rules Rugbyman 21 

Show High North Dark Vader  Mask High North High North 18 

Fourth Dark Vader Rugbyman  Breaking the Rules Soutache Breaking the Rules 8 
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Race #3: Grade 1 Ogden Phipps 

Purse: $750,000 

Distance: 1 1/16 Miles (Dirt) 

Age: 4-Year-Olds & Up (Fillies & Mares) 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~12:47 p.m. (EDT) 
 

TOP CONTENDERS: The return of the 2017 Eclipse Award-winning 3-year-old filly 

champion #6 ABEL TASMAN (8/5) didn’t go as planned for trainer Bob Baffert. A 

fourth-place finish was a major disappointment in the Grade 1 La Troienne Stakes at 

Churchill Downs, where she won the 2017 Kentucky Oaks. An outside trip didn’t help her 
on a track that was favoring inside speed all day. Coming into the race, there were 

reports that she wasn’t training well, plus she didn’t fire off of a six-month layoff, so 

maybe she’ll be tighter here while returning to Belmont Park, where she won the Grade 1 

Acorn Stakes last year.  
 

The runner-up in last month’s Grade 1 Humana Distaff was #2 IVY BELL (12/1). This 
will be the farthest race that Ivy Bell has ever run in her career, but getting a Todd 

Pletcher trainee at a price on Belmont Stakes Day is always tempting, and she looks 

ready to fire a big shot here for a barn that is high on her. She is cross-entered in 

Friday’s Grade 2 Bed o’ Roses Invitational Stakes but is likely to run here. 
 

Another Pletcher trainee, #1 UNBRIDLED MO (4/1), may be the stable’s real female star, though. She had a break-out 

performance in the Grade 1 Apple Blossom Stakes at Oaklawn Park over top older female Unique Bella while going this 1 
1/16-mile distance. Even though Unique Bella stumbled badly at the break and was rushed up, Unbridled Mo still got the 

job done, rating nicely and taking over in the stretch with ease. 
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: Since being transferred to the Chad Brown barn in 2018, #4 PACIFIC WIND (7/2) is 

a perfect 2-for-2 this year, including a win in the Grade 2 Ruffian Stakes, the local prep for the Ogden Phipps. Running 

on turf early in her career for trainer Peter Eurton, she has now found a home on the dirt but has yet to face a field of 
this class level on the main track. 
 

If trainer Simon Callahan decides to stretch out multiple Grade 1 winner #5 AMERICAN GAL (3/1) in the Ogden 

Phipps, then she will likely be the main early speed in the race. Callahan said that she is likely to stay sprinting in the 

Bed o’ Roses, though. Her most recent start, the Humana Distaff, was impressive, as she set a hot pace early and held 

off all foes late to win by 2 lengths. She hasn’t stretched out to this 1 1/16-mile distance since she was a juvenile in the 
Grade 1 Starlet Stakes, where she was the runner-up to Abel Tasman. 

 

Others: If she runs back to her Grade 2 Mother Goose Stakes win at Belmont last June, #7 UNCHAINED MELODY 

(12/1) would be a very sneaky play here, but her return race finishing fifth in the Grade 2 Ruffian Stakes at Belmont 
doesn’t provide any signs that she’s a Big Sandy freak. She didn’t finish the Grade 1 Alabama Stakes after something 

went wrong and she required nine months off to get back to the races. It’s possible that she’ll never return to last year’s 

top form and she’s one that you’ll have to let beat you if she miraculously gets back to her best race here. 

 
#8 BERNED (30/1) comes off of a non-graded stakes win over a sloppy Monmouth main track and has a major class 

test here. Last time at this level, she finished fourth, over 10 lengths behind Abel Tasman, in the Grade 1 CCA Oaks last 

July, so use that as a gauge of how much she’d have to make up in development from 11 months ago.  

 
#3 HIGHWAY STAR (20/1) (also cross-entered in the Bed o’ Roses) ran a tough second in the Ruffian and then ran 

another second in the New York-bred Critical Eye Stakes only 12 days ago. Her 12th-place finish in last fall’s Breeders’ 

Cup Filly & Mare Sprint shows that she might not be able to compete at this high level, though. 

 
Pace Analysis: If American Gal doesn’t run here, then Unchained Melody will be on the lead early and could be 

dangerous if Highway Star also doesn’t run in this race. Unchained Melody is a small backup play, just in case she wires 

the field, but if either American Gal or Highway Star enters, then you can throw that idea out the window.  
  
Wagering Strategy: If multiple Grade 1 winner ABEL TASMAN can rebound off of a poor 2018 debut effort, she should 

easily win this race, and Baffert believes that she is ready to roll. Pletcher has two logical alternatives in IVY BELL and 
UNBRIDLED MO. Ivy Bell was a solid second last time out in the Humana Distaff, while Unbridled Mo defeated Unique 

Bella in the Apple Blossom in her last effort. Brown’s PACIFIC WIND also looks solid and is improving with every race.  
 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Ivy Bell Abel Tasman Abel Tasman American Gal Abel Tasman 31 

Place Unbridled Mo  Pacific Wind  Pacific Wind Abel Tasman Ivy Bell 19 

Show Abel Tasman Unbridled Mo Ivy Bell Ivy Bell Pacific Wind 14 

Fourth Unchained Melody Ivy Bell  Unchained Melody Unbridled Mo Unbridled Mo 12 

Abel Tasman before La Troienne 
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Race #4: Grade 1 Acorn 

Purse: $700,000 

Distance: 1 Mile (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds (Fillies) 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~1:24 p.m. (EDT) 
 

TOP CONTENDERS: The Grade 1 Kentucky Oaks winner #3 MONOMOY GIRL (4/5) 

is one of the stars on display on Belmont Day and headlines the Acorn. She cuts back 

to this one-turn mile off of her gritty Oaks win at two turns and 1 1/8 miles. Her early 

speed is a weapon here, as she displayed breaking from the far outside 14-post in the 
Oaks and getting prime placement under jockey Florent Geroux. Her tour-de-force on 

the front end in the Grade 1 Ashland showed that she can take it to her competition 

early and often, but with some sprint speed signed on in the Acorn, her ideal trip 

might be to stalk and pounce. 
 

The juvenile filly champion #5 CALEDONIA ROAD (3/1) suffered an injury after her 
Breeders’ Cup win last year that delayed her return to the races in 2018. This matchup 

with Monomoy Girl and the top of the filly crop is much-anticipated. Her first race back 

at the end of April in allowance company was a workmanlike win and showed that she 

can stalk the pace like she did in her maiden-breaker. With that win over the Belmont 
oval and her runner-up finish here in the Grade 1 Frizette Stakes last year, she has proven form over Big Sandy, unlike 

most of the entries in this field. Trainer Ralph Nicks has said that this race is just a setup for bigger targets in the 

summer around two turns, like the Grade 1 Alabama Stakes at Saratoga, so this may not be the time to bet her.  
 

The favorite in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies, #1 MOONSHINE MEMORIES (6/1), disappointed there by finishing 

seventh, then needed some time off. Even though she didn’t win her return on May 12 at Santa Anita, she was a good 

second coming from off the pace and getting passed late in the non-graded Angels Flight Stakes. The two-time Grade 1 
winner as a juvenile will need to step back up to her top form to be competitive here, but she should be sharp second off 

the bench by her underrated trainer Simon Callahan. 
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: #2 SPECTATOR (8/1) looked like an absolute freak when she crushed the Grade 2 

Sorrento Stakes by 5 1/4 lengths in her juvenile filly campaign way back last August. Next, she broke poorly in the Grade 

1 Del Mar Debutante Stakes and could only finish third behind Moonshine Memories. She was injured after that race and 
needed extended rest, returning in March to win an allowance. Her runner-up finish in the Grade 1 Santa Anita Oaks 

behind top filly Midnight Bisou was very strong and she’ll be ready here third off the layoff for a very underrated trainer 

in Phil D’Amato. She might be one of the key value plays on the whole Belmont Stakes Day card. 
 

No one was beating top filly sprinter Mia Mischief in the Grade 2 Eight Belles Stakes on the Kentucky Oaks undercard, but 

#7 TALK VEUVE TO ME (8/1) ran a very good second only 1 3/4 lengths back. Up-and-coming trainer Rodolphe 
Brisset will stretch her out to the longest distance of her career here, but the one-turn configuration should do her well. 

Her romping maiden win at Fairgrounds by 11 1/4 lengths showed that she might be something special. 
 

Others: Trainer Mark Casse has spoken highly of #4 GIO GAME (15/1) for a long time. She received some hype going 

into the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies but finished a poor ninth. She has been decent in allowance company this year, but 

she hasn’t shown that she can compete at this level.  
 

Stretching out to a mile for the first time in her career, #6 STARCLOUD (20/1) will need to prove herself while taking a 

major step up in class from her non-graded Game Face Stakes win at Gulfstream Park in her last start. Riding a three-
race win streak (all at Gulfstream), she’ll also need to prove that she’s not only a horse for the Florida course.  
  

Pace Analysis: Monomoy Girl can easily take the lead, since she has all-world speed, but if a stretch-out sprint 

speedster like Starcloud or Talk Veuve to Me decides to motor it early, then Geroux can take her back and stalk. 

Starcloud and Talk Veuve to Me would need to press each other early in order to set it up for a closer like Caledonia 

Road, while Spectator and Moonshine Memories will look to get a jump on her by stalking the early pace. 
 

Wagering Strategy: This is not a race to get overly fancy with, as MONOMOY GIRL looks to be a clear standout. After 
an impressive performance in the Grade 1 Ashland Stakes, the Brad Cox-trained filly won the Kentucky Oaks while 

showing tremendous heart. TALK VEUVE TO ME is an interesting alternative at this distance after running second in the 

Eight Belles. SPECTATOR, CALEDONIA ROAD, and GIO GAME are others to consider using underneath.  
 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Monomoy Girl Monomoy Girl  Monomoy Girl Monomoy Girl Monomoy Girl 40 

Place Spectator Talk Veuve To Me Caledonia Road Moonshine Memories Caledonia Road 15 

Show Moonshine Memories Caledonia Road Spectator Caledonia Road Spectator 12 

Fourth Talk Veuve to Me Gio Game Gio Game Spectator Moonshine Memories 11 

Monomoy Girl before Kentucky Oaks 
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Race #5: Grade 2 Brooklyn 

Purse: $400,000 

Distance: 1 1/2 Miles (Dirt) 

Age: 4-Year-Olds & Up  

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~2:03 p.m. (EDT) 

 

TOP CONTENDERS: #9 WAR STORY (2/1) returns to defend his title simply 

dominating the competition last year on his way to a 2 1/2-length victory. He comes into 

this year’s event in good form after back-to-back 100 Beyer speed figure efforts when 

winning the $100,000 Challenger Stakes and finishing second in the Grade 2 Charles 
Town Classic. War Story has major back class, running in four straight Grade 1s behind 

Horse of the Year Gun Runner prior to those efforts. 
 

Trainer Todd Plecther has two intriguing prospects in the race with #3 HARD STUDY 

(5/2) and #8 OUTPLAY (8/1). Hard Study has won three straight coming into this 
one, including the $100,000 Flat Out Stakes last time out over this track. Outplay will be 

stretching out in distance, but there is no doubt that he is the lone speed in the race. If 

he can get this extra distance, then he will be ultra-tough to catch on the front end, and 

if he fades, he will at least have made the pace honest for his stablemate.  
 

Bob Baffert has a potential massive day ahead of him, and the classy #2 
HOPPERTUNITY (5/2) will look to add to his trainer’s success. Incredibly, at the age of 7, this horse is still running 

very well. His career earnings are now up to $4.4 million, and marathons are where he really excels. He is 1-for-1 when 

going this distance, having won the 1 1/2-mile Grade 3 Tokyo City Stakes at Santa Anita Park two races back. Recently, 

he was fourth in the Grade 2 Alysheba Stakes at Churchill Downs.  
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: #4 TAKE YOUR GUNS (6/1) comes into this race with back-to-back victories under 

his belt and stretches out in distance from 1 1/16 miles. This seems like a tall task, but the good news is that trainer 

Chad Brown does not just spot horses for no reason. He enters to win, which means that he’s confident in this horse. 
 

#5 MILLS (30/1) was solid in a 1 1/4-mile race two back, which could mean that he will like this race. That was the 
longest of his career and gave him the highest Beyer of his career, too. These are very positive signs.  
 

#6 BACKSIDEOFTHEMOON (30/1) was recently third in the Flat Out and was also a decent fourth in the Grade 3 

Excelsior Stakes two back. If extended distance equals improvement, he could be in the mix at a price worth playing.  

 
Others: #1 CARLINO (30/1) was a winner in his 2018 debut, but things have gone south for him since then. He was 

recently fourth in the Flat Out over this track last time out.  
 

#7 GIANT PAYDAY (30/1) will try the dirt for just the fourth time but has hit the board twice in three starts over the 

surface. He was second against allowance competition over a sloppy track at Keeneland in the spring.  

 
Pace Analysis: In these marathon races, you can always count on a pretty slow pace, and this race will likely be no 

different. Outplay will be the one to go to the front right from the beginning, and really is the only horse in the race that 

has any early speed at all. That is will be a massive advantage for the Pletcher trainee as he very well could take the field 

wire to wire if he can handle the stretch out in distance. However, if he cannot get the distance then there is no other 
horse in here that will have a pace advantage.  

 

Wagering Strategy: WAR STORY has been working great leading up to this race and is one-for-one when running at 

this distance, as he won this race last year in dominating fashion. Todd Pletcher has a pair of dangerous horses here as 
HARD STUDY comes into the race with three straight wins, while OUTPLAY could be loose on the lead. You cannot leave 

out Bob Baffert as well as he brings HOPPERTUNITY to the race. He is the classiest horse in the field, and a must use as 

he has amassed over $4 million during his career.  

 
Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Hard Study War Story  Hard Study War Story Hard Study 34 

Place Outplay Hard Study  War Story Hard Study War Story 31 

Show War Story Hoppertunity  Take Your Guns Hoppertunity Hoppertunity 10 

Fourth Hoppertunity Outplay   Hoppertunity Outplay Outplay 9 

 

  

War Story before the Whitney 
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Race #6: Grade 3 Jaipur Invitational 

Purse: $500,000 

Distance: 6 Furlongs (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds & Up 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~2:43 p.m. (EDT) 

 
TOP CONTENDERS: There is no doubt that #5 Disco Partner (5/2) has quite the act to follow after his world record-

setting performance last year in this race. He ran a hole through the wind in that triumph, then later in the year, he was 

only beaten by a 1/2-length in the Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint, a race in which he was closing fast but just ran out of real 

estate. However, that race was a furlong shorter than this one. He was a well-beaten third in his 2018 debut, the Grade 
2 Shakertown Stakes at Keeneland, but the turf was very soft that day. If he gets a firm turf course, he is tough to beat. 
 

The Peter Miller-trained #4 Conquest Tsunami (7/2) has turned into a beast this year. He opened his 2018 campaign 

with a win running down the hill at Santa Anita against allowance/optional claiming foes, then quickly parlayed that 

victory into another in the Grade 3 Daytona Stakes. Both of those victories were in impressive runaway wire-to-wire 
fashion and gave Miller confidence to send the horse to Dubai for the Group 1 Al Quoz Sprint next. In that race, he 

managed to finish third and was only beaten by 2 lengths. If he can continue to hold this kind of solid form, he will be a 

major player in this division all year long. 
 

Peter Miller will bring #1 Stormy Liberal (3/1) back for another try in the Jaipur after an unsuccessful eighth-place 

finish a year ago. However, that was the low point of his 2017 season, which ended with an amazing win in the Breeders’ 

Cup Turf Sprint by a head at odds of 30-1. That race put this horse on the map, and he has been extremely solid in 2018 

so far with two second place efforts, including only losing by a 1/2-length in the Group 1 Al Quoz Sprint in Dubai. 
Anytime a former Breeders’ Cup winner runs in a race, it becomes a little more special. 
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: #7 Blind Ambition (5/1) has had an up-and-down career but seemed to put it all 

together last time out with an impressive win in the Elusive Quality Stakes at Belmont Park. He shortens up by a furlong 

here, but he does have a win at this 6-furlong distance. Having trainer Todd Pletcher on his side is a big plus as well. 
 

So far, so good for #3 Pocket Change (10/1). He has made just three career starts, but he has been impressive in 
each one of them. This will be his first crack at stakes company, but his speed figures (which have improved with every 

race) suggest that he could be able to match up. Last time out, he was a 3/4-length winner against allowance/option 

claiming company at Gulflstream Park, and the second-place finisher of that race has already come back to win. 
 

#2 Pure Sensation (6/1) is one of the classiest turf sprinters in the country, having amassed $1,296,050 in total 

earning while winning 9 of 26 career starts. He is a two-time Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint participant but failed to hit the 
board in either one. He will start to make his way towards a third attempt at the Breeders’ Cup in a spot where he 

finished fourth a year ago. This year, he has just one race under his belt, a second-place effort against allowance 

company at Gulfstream Park. That race was likely just a prep to knock the rust off, as there are bigger fish to fry for this 

7-year-old gelding. Two years ago, he won the Jaipur, but he has struggled with foot issues most of his career. 
 

Others: Last year, #8 Holding Gold (12/1) had a solid enough campaign that it led him to the Breeders’ Cup Turf 
Sprint to round out his year. He was seventh in that race, but it is important to note that he was only beaten 1 3/4 

lengths, so he was competitive. This year, he kicked off his season with a win at Fair Grounds before shipping to Dubai 

for the Group 1 Al Quoz Sprint, where he finished a well-beaten seventh. He will most likely bounce back from that race, 

and it is important to note that he was third in this race a year ago. 
 

After running well against lesser company throughout his career, trainer Jorge Abreu moved #6 Frisky Magician up to 

stakes company for his last start in the Grade 3 Churchill Downs Turf Sprint. He was fifth in that spot but ran well to only 

be beaten by 2 3/4 lengths. That raced earned him the right to give it another shot here. 
 

Pace Analysis: Conquest Tsunami will go straight to the front, as that is the only thing that he knows how to do. He will 

likely be accompanied by Pocket Change, who has also shown that he can press the early pace. This should ensure swift 
fractions that could set the race up for fast closers such as Disco Partner, Stormy Liberal, and Blind Ambition.  
 

Wagering Strategy: Last year DISCO PARTNER set a world record in this race, and on paper it sets up well for him to 

once again have a big shot to win. If the turf course is firm his chances increase even further. CONQUEST TSUNAMI and 

STORMY LIBERAL (Peter Miller trainees) who were 2-3 finisher last time out in the Al Quoz Turf Sprint in Dubai are must-

uses. BLIND AMBITION could provide the value today after a solid win over this race track last time out.  
 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Disco Partner Disco Partner  Blind Ambition Disco Partner Disco Partner 34 

Place Stormy Liberal Conquest Tsunami Stormy Liberal Stormy Liberal Stormy Liberal 25 

Show Blind Ambition  Stormy Liberal  Disco Partner Blind Ambition Blind Ambition 19 

Fourth Frisky Magician Blind Ambition  Pocket Change Conquest Tsunami Conquest Tsunami 8 
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Race #7: Grade 2 Woody Stephens 

Purse: $500,000 

Distance: 7 Furlongs (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~3:22 p.m. (EDT) 
 

TOP CONTENDERS: Trainer Chad Brown’s #3 Engage (4/1) seems to have found a niche after picking up a victory in 
the $90,000 Gold Fever Stakes last time out at this track. He earned a career-high speed figure for that victory and could 

benefit from what should be a hot pace up front here. 
 

Speaking of benefiting form a hot pace, #8 Kanthaka (3/1) should get the perfect setup for his late-running style. Last 

year, American Anthem won the Grade 3 Lazaro Barrera Stakes at Santa Anita before coming here to win this race, and 
Kanthaka could certainly do more of the same. He is an undefeated 3-for-3 at this distance.  
 

Out of all the speed horses in the race, #11 World of Trouble (7/2) could be the one that sticks around the longest. 

In the Grade 2 Tampa Bay Derby, he showed heart by staying on at a distance that he did not want to run and still 

finished third. Cutting back in distance will be right up his alley, but the main concern will be all of the other speed in the 

race. He’s been pointed to this race since the Tampa Bay Derby, so this has always been the target.  
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: #7 Beautiful Shot (20/1) woke up in a big way last time out when finishing second 
to Kanthaka in the Lazaro Barrera. The likely pace scenario makes this an interesting set up for this logical longshot that 

should be flying late.  
 

The Dallas Stewart-trained #4 Givemeaminit (30/1) is very similar to Beautiful shot in the fact that the potential hot 

pace makes him a player in this race, and 7 furlongs might suit this horse best. He can just drop to the back of the pack 
and make one solid closing kick.  
 

You probably are noticing a theme by now, as #6 Still Having Fun (15/1) is yet another closer that will benefit from a 

solid pace up front. Last time out, he was well-beaten by a superstar horse in Mitole, but he made up a ton of ground on 

the rest of the field despite the track not playing kindly to closers.  
 

Others: #9 Promises Fulfilled (12/1) set the early pace in the Kentucky Derby with Justify but was no match for him 

after spitting the bit while rounding the far turn. That makes two races in a row where he has faded hard. This cut back 
in distance will be what he needs, but this race is loaded with other early speed horses.  
 

#12 Strike Power (9/2) dueled with Promises Fulfilled in the Grade 1 Florida Derby before both horses faded to last 
and second-to-last. This distance is shorter, but their presence in the same race once again makes things scary from a 

pace standpoint. 
 

#1 Madison’s Luna (8/1) was part of the very strangely-run Grade 3 Pat Day Mile Stakes, which is a race through 
which you can draw a line. He likely will run better here but is yet another horse that shows a lot of early speed.  
 

#10 The Tabulator (20/1) returned as a winner last time out at Prairie Meadows in a small stakes, but he will have a 
much tougher task ahead of him here.  
 

#2 Pure Shot (30/1) and #5 Aqua Bel Sar (50/1) both look outclassed in this ultra-tough spot. 
 

Pace Analysis: Let the speed duel begin! This race is loaded with the potential of six different horses trying to get to the 
front. The last time that Promises Fulfilled and Strike Power raced together, they completely burned each other out, 

which set the race up for several closers. With their presence, along with many others, the closers should have no 

excuses in this race. The pace setup could result in a few bombs hitting, too – the race has “fall apart” written all over it. 
 

Wagering Strategy: Do not be afraid to play some prices in this race, and you should probably box all of your bets, too, 

this race is completely wide open. Several closers will likely benefit from a hot pace with the most likely two being 
ENGAGE and KANTHAKA. Engage runs best when sitting off the lead and should be able to do so in a reason manner in 

this spot with all the early speed. KANTHAKA has already taken advantage of set up like this one this year when he won 

the Grade 2 San Vicente Stakes at Santa Anita. BEAUTIFUL SHOT is a crazy longshot to play who also should benefit 

from a pace meltdown. Finally, out of all the speed horses WORLD OF TROUBLE could stick around in the end as he as he 
held on gamely last time out in the Grade 2 Tampa Bay Derby while running longer.  
 
 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win World of Trouble Engage  Kanthaka Strike Power Engage 25 

Place Kanthaka Kanthaka  Engage Promises Fulfilled Kanthaka 24 

Show Engage World of Trouble  Strike Power Engage World of Trouble 15 

Fourth  Givemeaminit Beautiful Shot  Givemeaminit World of Trouble Strike Power 14 
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Race #8: Grade 1 Just a Game 

Purse: $700,000 

Distance: 1 Mile (Turf) 

Age: 4-Year-Olds & Up (Fillies & Mares) 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~4:02 p.m. (EDT) 
 

TOP CONTENDERS: Trainer Chad Brown is always dangerous in this race and is one of the best in the game at bringing 
European fillies and mares to the United States and having them succeed. #7 A RAVING BEAUTY (5/2) may be the 

next star in the Brown barn after she throttled the Grade 3 Beaugay Stakes, the local prep for this race, in her first U.S. 

start. A 5-year-old mare with plenty of racing experience overseas in 18 career starts, she unleashed a devastating turn 

of foot in the stretch of the Beaugay. The one note of caution is that the Beaugay was run over a good turf course, but 
there is rain in the forecast for Belmont day, so the turf condition is important to watch. 
 

A firm turf would benefit front-running #4 LULL (5/1) for top turf trainer Christophe Clement. She loves it when the 

turf is rock-hard and it would be hard to catch her if she gets out on an early lead by herself, like she did when wiring the 

Grade 3 Honey Fox Stakes at Gulfstream Park to end March. Clement has given her plenty of time to rest after that race 

and the Just A Game has always been her target. 
 

If the pace heats up, the main mare running late will be Brown’s #3 OFF LIMITS (7/2). Two of her stablemates beat 
her in the Grade 1 Jenny Wiley Stakes, but neither are running here, so it’s good that she shakes clear of them. She won 

the Grade 1 Matriarch Stakes at Del Mar to end her 2017 campaign and brings back class, but her two starts this year (a 

third and a fifth) may be something to worry about. 

 
VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: Trainer Brendan Walsh has had tons of success with #4 PROCTOR’S LEDGE (4/1), 

and even though she keeps winning big stakes races, she seems to garner little respect. Her win over a boggy Churchill 

turf course in the Grade 2 Distaff Turf Mile Stakes was thrilling because she made up ground late to beat #1 ON LEAVE 

(9/2) by a 1/2-length. Her top wins have been over turf courses labeled good, so she would benefit if it rains a bit. 
 

The aforementioned On Leave is a gritty, veteran mare for Hall-of-Fame trainer Shug McGaughey. She has at least hit 

the board in her last five starts, and the 5-year old mare cannot be counted out from hitting the board here. 

 
#6 CAMBODIA (10/1) didn’t run well in her 2018 debut, finishing sixth in the Grade 1 Jenny Wiley Stakes, but she has 

the back class to be dangerous here. Her third-place finish in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf was exceptional, as she 

was the top U.S.-based finisher in the race. She needs to re-capture that form here. 

 
Others: #8 LA CORONEL (10/1) absolutely did not like the wet turf at Churchill last out, and her outside 11 post in 

the Distaff Turf Mile did not help a filly that wants to be forwardly placed. Draw a line through that race for this Mark 

Casse trainee, but drawing the outside post again here will not help her. 

 
The other Casse entrant, #2 DREAM DANCING (20/1), won the Grade 1 Del Mar Oaks last summer, but she hasn’t 

been as successful since stepping up against elders. Her runner-up finish in the Grade 3 Marshua River Stakes at 

Gulfstream Park to start the year was sharp behind a good filly in Ultra Brat, but her last two races were somewhat flat. 

 
Pace Analysis: Lull will likely go straight to the lead here and try to take them as far as she can. A firm course may 

propel her to a gate-to-wire score, but if it’s wet at all, then the mid-pack runners and closers will be flying at her late. 

Lull may take some early pressure from La Coronel, as they’ll want to get her more forwardly placed than in her last 

race. A Raving Beauty may be sitting a perfect trip behind Lull and La Coronel while getting the jump on closers like 
Proctor’s Ledge and Off Limits. 

 

Wagering Strategy: This is another very difficult race where boxing all of your bets makes sense. When betting turf 

races in New York, it all starts with Chad Brown, and he has two big shots in this race with OFF LIMITS and A RAVING 
BEAUTY. Off Limits runs best when running at this one-mile distance, but A Raving Beauty was super impressive in her 

United Stakes debut. It is hard to separate the two of them. CAMBODIA could provide value in this spot as she has 

tremendous back class. This is her second race off the layoff today which could mean she is ready for a big time 

performance. LULL comes into this race hot off of a win and could be tough to pass on the front end when going this one-
mile distance.  

 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win A Raving Beauty Off Limits  A Raving Beauty Off Limits Off Limits 34 

Place Off Limits A Raving Beauty  Off Limits On Leave A Raving Beauty 27 

Show Proctor’s Ledge Cambodia  Lull Cambodia Cambodia 8 

Fourth  Lull Lull  Dream Dancing Proctor’s Ledge On Leave 7 
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Race #9: Grade 1 Metropolitan “Met Mile” 

Purse: $1.2 million 

Distance: 1 Mile (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds & Up 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~4:45 p.m. (EDT) 
 

TOP CONTENDERS: Practically defying the laws of physics, #1 MIND YOUR BISCUITS’ (5/2) 
come-from-behind win in this year’s Group 1 Golden Shaheen on Dubai World Cup night was one 
of the greatest closing kicks to win a race this decade, especially on a heavily speed-favoring 

track. Biscuits will need to dispel the “Dubai Bounce” off of two months’ rest and traveling back 
from the United Arab Emirates. After winning the Golden Shaheen last year, he returned from a 
three-month layoff to win the Grade 2 Belmont Sprint Championship Stakes going 7 furlongs over 

this strip, so he has an affinity for Belmont. The stretch out to a mile is a bit concerning, but he 
ran a good second to top-class miler Sharp Azteca in the Grade 1 Cigar Mile Stakes to end 2017. 
 

One of the best 3-year-olds in the crop, #2 BOLT d’ORO (4/1), will face elders for the first time 
in his career here and will get a weight break with jockey Florent Geroux. Bolt may be a tired horse after Justify dismissed him 
in the Grade 1 Santa Anita and Kentucky Derbies, even though he showed his heart in both races, but he returned to the work 

tab with a blistering 5-furlong work in 57 seconds flat at Keeneland on May 28. The cut back to a mile may sharpen him up and 
he’ll likely show speed.  
 

If #10 BEE JERSEY (5/1) isn’t on the lead to start the Met Mile, then something went wrong at the start, because he is the 
fastest horse in the race and may be lone speed. Riding a three-race win streak, all won in gate-to-wire fashion, trainer Steve 

Asmussen may be sitting on a big-time horse here. Mor Spirit won the Grade 3 Steve Sexton Mile at Lone Star as his prep 
before romping in the Met Mile last year, and Bee Jersey comes in here with an impressive win in that race this year. 
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: #11 AWESOME SLEW (6/1) gets very little respect, but he has banged heads with the top of 
this division for over a year. He finished fourth in the Met Mile last year and is always hitting the board in the biggest stakes 

races for older males at middle distances, including Grade 1s the Forego, the Carter, and the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile. 
 

#4 MCCRAKEN (12/1) has always been highly regarded, but he went sideways along the Kentucky Derby trail last year while 
stretching out to distances likely beyond his comfort zone. His best game may be a one-turn mile, and he impressed on the 
Derby Day undercard by winning in his 2018 debut at this trip. He’ll be looming off the pace here.  
 

Trainer Bill Mott is going forward with an experiment to see if top router #5 GOOD SAMARITAN (10/1) can adapt to the one-
turn mile here. The Met Mile is such a prestigious race that it makes connections enter their best horses, even if it may not be 

their best game. Can he excel with his late-closing style to win the Met Mile? It’s worth the shot, as he’s one of classiest 
individuals in the field. His return race in the Grade 2 New Orleans Handicap was a scintillating win, but his effort last out in the 
Grade 2 Alysheba Stakes on the Kentucky Oaks Day undercard was not his best race, finishing third. He hasn’t raced at a mile 

since his turf days when he was a late-closing third in the 2016 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf. 
 

#3 LIMOUSINE LIBERAL (10/1) is cross-entered in the Grade 2 True North on Friday at Belmont, but he’s likely to run here. 
He has never run this far and his best races have come at Churchill Downs (including back-to-back wins in the Grade 2 Churchill 
Downs Stakes), but trainer Ben Colebrook said that now is the time to try this distance. 
 

Others: If there was an award for Overachieving Horse of 2018, #9 WARRIOR’S CLUB (20/1) might be the winner. After his 
upset win at 23/1 odds in the Grade 3 Commonwealth Stakes at Keeneland in April, he came back on Derby Day to run second 

in the Churchill Downs at 23/1 odds, again beating Awesome Slew in the slop. You’d have to imagine that he’d be at least 23/1 
odds again here, as this is a major step up in class. Trainer Todd Pletcher is always dangerous and brings the talented #6 ONE 
LINER (12/1) here. The 2017 Grade 3 Southwest Stakes winner was one of the hot horses on the Derby trail last year before 

an injury forced him to take off almost a full year. His three races this year haven’t been as stellar as his Southwest win, but he 
has been competitive against stakes company and won an allowance at Keeneland. #8 RANSOM THE MOON (10/1) has not 
run back to the brilliance that he showed in a somewhat fluky Grade 1 Bing Crosby Stakes win last July. #7 DISCREET LOVER 

(50/1) won the Grade 3 Excelsior Stakes at Aqueduct, but that race was weirdly run and he may be out-classed here. 
 

Pace Analysis: Bee Jersey will likely clear the field from his 10-post and try to take them as far as he can. If the track is 
favoring speed, then he has a good chance to wire the field. If Mind Your Biscuits has a chance to close late to win, then he will 
need to hope that Bee Jersey takes some pressure early from One Liner. McCraken, Awesome Slew, and Limousine Liberal will 

look for stalking trips, while Good Samaritan will drop back for his one late run.  
 

Wagering Strategy: Much will be made about MIND YOUR BISCUITS in this race as to whether he can stretch out to this one-
mile distance. For proof that he can, look no further than his Cigar Mile effort two races back, where he earned a career high 
speed figure going this distance. He should be fine with it, but he may have to catch a loose-on-the-lead BEE JERSEY. He could 
be tough to catch if allowed to set soft fractions. Longshots ONE LINER and MCCRAKEN could loom dangerous at a price, as both 

horses fit well into this one-mile event. Neither horse will be intimidated by this sort of competition.  
 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Bee Jersey Mind Your Biscuits  Mind Your Biscuits Awesome Slew Mind Your Biscuits 27 

Place Mind Your Biscuits Bee Jersey McCraken Bolt d’Oro Bee Jersey 21 

Show Awesome Slew One Liner  Bee Jersey Limousine Liberal Awesome Slew  14 

Fourth  Bolt d’Oro McCraken  Good Samaritan Bee Jersey Bolt d’Oro/McCraken 8 

Biscuits at Saratoga in 2017 
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Race #10: Grade 1 Woodford Reserve Manhattan 

Purse: $1 Million 

Distance: 1 1/4 Miles (Turf) 

Age: 4-Year-Olds & Up 

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~5:40 p.m. (EDT) 

 

TOP CONTENDERS: The top distance turf males in the country make up this deep field going 1 1/4 miles, which is headlined by 
#10 BEACH PATROL (5/2), an Eclipse Award finalist last year for top turf male. The last time that he ran at Belmont, he won 
the Grade 1 Joe Hirsch Turf Classic Stakes by 5 lengths, but that was going 1 1/2 miles. He almost won the Breeders’ Cup Turf 

after that performance and returned from a long layoff to run admirably while finishing second in the Grade 1 Old Forester Turf 
Classic in the Churchill bog on Derby Day. He ran a disappointing fourth last year in this race, so that is a small negative in this 
handicapping puzzle. His trainer, Chad Brown, knows how to win the biggest turf stakes in the country. 
 

The hottest horse on turf this year is arguably #3 HI HAPPY (7/2). He’s been unstoppable since moving to the Todd Pletcher 
barn and has twice gotten the jump on the late closers by using his tactical speed in his last two wins, the Grade 2 Pan 
American Stakes at Gulfstream Park and the Grade 1 Man O’ War Stakes at Belmont, the local prep for this race. 
 

The main horse that Hi Happy has been able to hold off in his wins has been #8 SADLER’S JOY (8/1). He has the best late 
turn of foot out of any older male on turf, and jockey Julien Leparoux made an art of unleashing him late to get up to win in the 

Grade 1 Sword Dancer Stakes last year at Saratoga and the Grade 2 Mac Diarmarda Stakes in his first 2018 start in March at 
Gulfstream. He ran third last year in this race, a head in front of Beach Patrol. 
 

VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: The new guy on the scene and the major unknown in the Manhattan is the undefeated #1 

ROBERT BRUCE (8/1). After being transferred to the Brown barn, the Chilean-bred arrived on the scene impressively, winning 
his U.S. debut in the Grade 3 Fort Marcy Stakes at Belmont in May. He took over late into a slow pace after tracking the early 
leaders while saving ground on the rail and is a must-use in all multi-race plays because we don’t know his upside. 
 

In the Fort Marcy, Robert Bruce beat #13 SPRING QUALITY from trainer Graham Motion. Motion has been very high on Spring 
Quality, especially after his breakout performance at 12/1 odds when winning the Grade 3 Red Smith Stakes at Aqueduct in 
November. He tracked the pace to the outside the whole way in the Fort Marcy and was only out-kicked late by Robert Bruce. 
 

The likely pacesetter #2 ONE GO ALL GO (12/1) will try to take them gate-to-wire. He has past success using those tactics, 
such as winning the Grade 2 Elkhorn Stakes at Keeneland in April, but he hasn’t been able to hold off Hi Happy and Sadler’s Joy 

in his career. He’s one to use underneath at a good price if you think that he can hold on for a piece. 
 
Others: #9 CHANNEL MAKER (20/1) has competed at the top level for Hall of Fame trainer Bill Mott and will be closing late. 

A chance to hit the board or the superfecta is his ceiling here, though. #11 MANITOULIN (20/1) finished sixth in the Man O’ 
War here in his 2018 debut after winning the Grade 2 Hollywood Turf Cup Stakes back in November, so maybe he’s ready to fire 
second off the bench. The Grade 3 Illinois Derby winner #12 MULTIPLIER (30/1) just recently moved to the turf and won his 

first race on the grass against optional claiming company, so a move up against the best male turf horses is a reach. #4 
ALEXIOS KOMNENOS (20/1) comes over from Europe for his first U.S. start for trainer James Stack and adds first-time Lasix. 
He has a Group 2 win three starts back, but he may be up against it at this class level. #5 CATCHO EN DIE (50/1) finished 
fifth most recently in the Man O’ War and hasn’t shown that he can be competitive at this top level. #6 HELLO DON JULIO 

(30/1) enters off of an eight-month layoff following a third at Belmont in the Grade 2 Knickerbocker Stakes, but asking him to 
fire a big shot after a long time off is a major ask. #7 FASHION BUSINESS (30/1) looks out-classed here while shipping in 
from California for trainer Phil D’Amato.   

 
Pace Analysis: One Go All Go will absolutely send from his inside 2-post and will lead for most of the race. Leaving from the 
10-post, Beach Patrol will try to find a good stalking spot under jockey Joel Rosario. Hi Happy should be right there with Beach 

Patrol early, and they’ll both likely take over One Go All Go into the stretch. Robert Bruce should be tucked in on the rail waiting 
for his late burst, while Sadler’s Joy will be making his patented wide slingshot move late. This should set up for an absolutely 
thrilling finish, with Beach Patrol and Hi Happy trying to hold off late runs from Robert Bruce and Sadler’s Joy. 

 
Wagering Strategy: From a betting standpoint, it does not get much tougher than this race – the field is absolutely loaded. 
Like always, Pletcher and Brown are the two trainers to lean on in New York. The Pletcher-trained HI HAPPY is on quite a roll 

lately, and Brown enters rising star ROBERT BRUCE and the Grade 1 Arlington Millions winner BEACH PATROL. Those three, 
along with the classy SADLER’S JOY, are the horses to rely on in this race while sprinkling a few longshots around them.  
 

 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Sadler’s Joy Hi Happy  Robert Bruce Beach Patrol Hi Happy 25 

Place Beach Patrol Beach Patrol  Hi Happy Hi Happy Beach Patrol 24 

Show Robert Bruce Robert Bruce  Spring Quality Sadler’s Joy Robert Bruce 18 

Fourth  Hi Happy Sadler’s Joy  Fashion Business Hello Don Julio Sadler’s Joy 15 
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Race #11: Grade 1 Belmont Stakes 

Purse: $1.5 Million 

Distance: 1 1/2 Miles (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds  

Post Time: Sat., June 9 at ~ 6:46 p.m. (EDT) 

 

TOP CONTENDERS: Can #1 JUSTIFY (4/5) win the Triple Crown? The perfect, 

undefeated (5-for-5) Bob Baffert trainee has shown abundant talent to win his first four 
starts, including the Kentucky Derby. He showed tremendous heart to gut out the 

Preakness after being pressed early by juvenile champion Good Magic. The son of Scat 

Daddy is versatile and can either sit off the pace or take the lead early, if needed, in the 

Belmont Stakes under Hall of Fame jockey Mike Smith. One of the major things that can 
catch up to him is that he’ll need to race six times over 111 days with no foundation, 

having been unraced as a 2-year-old. Baffert has won the Triple Crown before and 

knows how to get a horse ready for this task, though. Another negative is that he has 

yet to sit behind horses in his career and hasn’t had dirt kicked in his face in any of his 
races. Smith has kept him in the clear in all of his starts and Justify has the talent to 

make his own trip, but it’s an unknown how he’ll react if he has to sit behind horses in 

the Belmont, which may happen leaving from the inside post.  

 
#4 HOFBURG (9/2) will be the likely second choice in the betting and has the upside 

to be deemed the most likely upsetter. His late-charging runner-up finish in the Grade 1 

Florida Derby, followed up by a troubled seventh in the Kentucky Derby, have many 

thinking that he’s sitting on a big race coming off of a five-week layoff from the Derby. 
He’ll need to show that he can get moving earlier than he did in the Derby, though. The 

Belmont is usually not won by closers, but Hofburg showed the ability to be nearer to 

the pace in his maiden-breaking win, so he may be mid-pack to start. Trained by Hall of 

Famer Bill Mott and sired by Tapit (sire for 3 of the past 4 Belmont Stakes winners), he 
has the connections and pedigree to pull the upset, but it’ll be a tall task for the 

inexperienced colt in his fifth career start. Check out my article on RacingDudes.com 

named “Triple Crown: Motts Bring Hofburg & History to Belmont Stakes,” where I 

interview Bill Mott and his son/assistant trainer Riley Mott on how Hofburg has been training up to the Belmont Stakes. 
 

#8 VINO ROSSO (8/1) won the Grade 2 Wood Memorial Stakes and was training great entering the Kentucky Derby 

but finished a disappointing ninth while getting a wide trip. The son of Curlin has all the distance pedigree that you could 

want, but as a closer, he is more likely to hit the board moving late than he is to win the Belmont Stakes. Trainer Todd 
Pletcher, who has won the Belmont three times, is a master at bringing horses back off of five weeks’ rest from the 

Derby to fire a big race here, so Vino Rosso will be dangerous. He will need to bring his best effort, which isn’t always a 

certainty, since he’s thrown in some duds at times in his career. 

 
VALUE PLAYS & LONGSHOTS: A grinder with upside is #7 TENFOLD (12/1). He showed a good kick to finish third in 

the Preakness, and with a better trip, he might have actually won. With only four career starts, he’s one of the most 

inexperienced horses in the field, but his emergence in the Preakness shows that he’s developing at the right time for 

Hall of Fame trainer Steve Asmussen. With good early speed and being sired by Curlin out of a Tapit mare, he has the 
running style and pedigree to be a prime candidate to hit the board while hanging around late. 

 

Baffert’s other runner, #5 RESTORING HOPE (30/1), hasn’t lived up to the praise that his trainer bestowed on him 

earlier in the year, as his best career performance was a third in the Wood Memorial. Baffert has always said that 
Restoring Hope “can run all day,” so the Belmont could be his ideal trip. He may have the one-paced grinding style to be 

hanging around late to hit the board, but Baffert expects Restoring Hope to be battling for the lead early in order to give 

Justify a target, so his chances to run fast early and be around late are compromised in that scenario. You can draw a 

line through his last race when he finished 12th in the Grade 2 Pat Day Mile Stakes, never looking comfortable over a 
sloppy strip, and he has trained forwardly at Churchill since that race with back-to-back bullet workouts. He’s a prime 

longshot play because would you really be that surprised after the race to see a Baffert exacta on the board? 

 

Others: Another coming off of a three-week layoff from the Preakness is #3 BRAVAZO (8/1). Aside from Justify, he 
will be the only other horse to run in all three legs of the Triple Crown. Hall of Fame trainer D. Wayne Lukas knows how 

to keep his horses in form while running often and will have his work cut out to have Bravazo repeat his runner-up finish 

from the Preakness. The pace set up perfectly that day and Bravazo was able to close late, losing by only a 1/2-length. 

Plus, Bravazo has looked his best on sloppy dirt tracks, finishing sixth in the Derby prior to the Preakness. Bravazo has 
likely been moved up by off tracks with his pedigree, so the Grade 2 Risen Star Stakes victor will need to prove that he’s 

at the top of the crop on a fast track. 

 

Justify before winning Kentucky Derby 

Hofburg working out at Saratoga 
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Another Pletcher-trainee entering from a five-week layoff since the Derby is #9 NOBLE INDY (30/1). The Grade 2 

Louisiana Derby winner will be a likely pace presence early in the Belmont Stakes after having no chance in the Kentucky 
Derby, where he was collared with the outside 19 post. After rushing up wide to be in fifth early, he faded throughout to 

finish a distant 17th. Sired by Take Charge Indy, his type of grinding running style indicates that he may be able to stay 

one-paced throughout the Belmont and hang around late to hit the board. 

 
As said previously, closers can have issues winning the Belmont, but that won’t stop the Grade 3 Peter Pan Stakes 

winner #10 BLENDED CITIZEN (15/1) from trying. By winning the Peter Pan, the local prep for the Belmont, the Doug 

O’Neill trainee is the only entry to race over Big Sandy, let alone win a graded stakes over the strip. The son of Proud 

Citizen ran a sneaky-good fifth in the Grade 2 Blue Grass Stakes, but he needs to prove himself on the Grade 1 level. 
 

After an uninspiring 16th-place finish in the Kentucky Derby, #2 FREE DROP BILLY (30/1) is back for more in the 

Belmont Stakes. Looking like a top juvenile last year after his win in the Grade 1 Breeders’ Futurity at Keeneland, the 

Dale Romans charge has done little in 2018 to build on his foundation or give a glimmer that he’s sitting on a breakout 
performance. To his benefit, the Belmont is the race for which he was bred (as a son of 2012 Belmont Stakes winner 

Union Rags with heavy distance influences from his damsire Giant’s Causeway), but he hasn’t shown that he can run at 

the top of the crop this year.  

 
#6 GRONKOWSKI (12/1) rides a four-race win streak into the Belmont and won both of the Road to the Kentucky 

Derby Condition Stakes at Kempton Park and Burradon at Newcastle to qualify for the Kentucky Derby, but he missed the 

entry gate after spiking a temperature. Named after New England Patriots tight end Rob Gronkowski, he should take a lot 

of uneducated fan money. Both of his Derby-qualifying wins were over all-weather tracks and at a straight mile. He’s 
never raced on dirt before, and it’s a mystery if he’ll be able to stretch out against this level of competition. Transferred 

to the Chad Brown barn by his owners, the goal since he missed the Derby has been the Belmont, but this is a stretch. 

 

Pace Analysis: Collared with the rail draw, Mike Smith on Justify will decide the pace of the race. The key to Justify’s 
wins in the Derby and Preakness was that he broke well in both spots. He had a previous history of not breaking well, so 

if that happens here, then it will put Justify at a major disadvantage. As I recently wrote in an article on 

RacingDudes.com named “Triple Crown: Top 5 Ways Justify Can Get Beat in Belmont Stakes,” the first way that Justify 

can get beat is the break, much like Triple Crown hopefuls War Emblem in 2002 and California Chrome in 2014. 
 

If Justify breaks alertly, Smith may just put him on the lead and try to take the field gate-to-wire. Baffert has said that 

Justify likes company, though, and that he doesn’t excel out on his own on the lead, even though he used those tactics in 

his maiden-breaking and Grade 1 Santa Anita Derby wins. Baffert isn’t just going to announce to the world that his intent 
is to put Justify on the lead and may be playing coy, so it is likely that Smith will put Justify on the lead early. 

 

On paper, the outside pressure may come from Noble Indy leaving from the 9-post, but with common ownership, it is 

unlikely that the directions to jockey Javier Castellano on Noble Indy will be to pressure Justify. There is talk that 
Gronkowski has speed, but Europeans usually aren’t ones to motor early. Brown has drilled speed into him by working 

him out in the mornings with his top sprinter, Engage, but he just may not be fast enough to keep up with Justify early. 

 

Bravazo may be the one to go with Justify early after leaving to his outside from the 3-post. With Free Drop Billy likely 
dropping back in between them from the 2-post, Bravazo will have every chance to be at Justify’s throat latch early, but 

that may be a suicide mission for him. 

 

Tenfold, Restoring Hope and Hofburg should all be mid-pack early and will try to keep in touch with the leaders. The 
three in the back of the pack early will likely be Vino Rosso, Free Drop Billy, and Blended Citizen. 

 

Wagering Strategy: There is no doubt that it is all about JUSTIFY once again, as he is the most likely winner of the 

race, and we could see history as he tries to become just the 13th Triple Crown winner ever. In the first two Triple Crown 
races, the guides were structured mostly around singling Justify, but there are enough reasons here to get a few others 

involved. HOFBURG has been working out like a monster for this race and is rapidly developing at the right time. Pletcher 

is always dangerous in this race, and this year is no different, as VINO ROSSO looms large. These two horses are the 

likely upset candidates, with horses like TENFOLD, BRAVAZO, and BLENDED CITIZEN in the mix for the underneath spots 
to round out the Trifecta and Superfecta.  

 

Saratoga Slim, Racing Dudes, & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Picks:  

 Slim Aaron Jared GTS CONSENSUS Pts. 

Win Hofburg Justify  Justify Justify  Justify 37 

Place Justify Hofburg  Vino Rosso Bravazo  Hofburg 19 

Show Tenfold Vino Rosso  Tenfold Vino Rosso  Vino Rosso 15 

Fourth  Restoring Hope Tenfold  Hofburg Hofburg  Tenfold 9 
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Multi-Race Wagering Strategy 
 

Opportunities to break the bank in multi-race wagers will be abundant during the Belmont Stakes Festival. The Belmont 

Stakes Day multi-race wagers start on Friday with a pair of two-day guaranteed Daily Double wagers:  
 

• A $100,000 guaranteed New York to Metropolitan Handicap double  

• A $300,000 guaranteed Belmont Gold Cup-Belmont Stakes double 

The following guaranteed multi-race pools will be available on Belmont Stakes Day: 
 

• $500,000 Guaranteed Pick 5 (starting in Race 1) 

• $500,000 Guaranteed Pick 6 (starting in Race 6) 

• $1.5 million Guaranteed Pick 4 (beginning in Race 8 & ending with the Belmont Stakes in Race 11) 
 

The $0.50 minimum wagers in the Pick 4 and 5 makes these wagers manageable on a smaller budget. Pick 3 wagers are 

minimum $1 bets and are a good place to build larger wagers with fewer combinations. The Pick 6 pool is a $2 minimum 

wager and very tough to manage on a small budget. 
 

We will rank the chance of a horse winning each leg of these wagers as either A, B, or C to create tickets based on our 

budget. You will need to go “skinny” in a few legs in these wagers, or your tickets will get expensive quickly. Building out 

multi-race wagers using the A, B, C strategy as defined below is a good way to approach these wagers: 

 

- A Horses: Horses that you think are the most likely winner in the race, regardless of odds 

- B Horses: Horses that “scare” you that they can step up & win and that you feel you need to back-up with 

- C Horses: Longshot horses or favorites that you are against that you want to protect with as a last ditch 

Below is how we’ll rank all of the horse in the 10 stakes races on Belmont Stakes Day using this method:  

 

Race A B C 

2 – Easy Goer  #8 High North  

#2 Mask  

#3 Rugbyman 

#7 Dark Vader  

 

#6 Breaking the Rules  

3 – Ogden Phipps  #6 Abel Tasman  #1 Unbridled Mo  

#2 Ivy Bell 

#4 Pacific Wind 

4 – Acorn  #3 Monomoy Girl  #5 Caledonia Road  #2 Spectator  

#7 Talk Veuve to Me  

5 – Brooklyn  #9 War Story  

#2 Hoppertunity  

#3 Hard Study  

#8 Outplay  

#4 Take Your Guns  

 

6 – Jaipur  #5 Disco Partner  
#1 Stormy Liberal  

#4 Conquest Tsunami  

#7 Blind Ambition  #3 Pocket Change  

7 – Woody Stephens  #3 Engage  

#8 Kanthaka  
#11 World of Trouble  

 #4 Givemeaminit  

#7 Beautiful Shot  
#6 Still Having Fun  

8 – Just a Game  #3 Off Limits  

#7 A Raving Beauty  

#1 On Leave  

#4 Lull  

#6 Cambodia  

#8 La Coronel  

9 – Met Mile  #1 Mind Your Biscuits  

#10 Bee Jersey  

#6 One Liner #4 McCraken 

#5 Good Samaritan  

10 – Manhattan  #1 Robert Bruce  

#3 Hi Happy  
#10 Beach Patrol  

#8 Sadler’s Joy  #9 Channel Maker  

11 – Belmont Stakes #1 Justify  

#4 Hofburg  

#8 Vino Rosso  #10 Blended Citizen  
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We will focus on playing a Pick 3 (Races #3 to #5) and the $1.5 million Guaranteed Pick 4 (beginning in Race 8 & ending 

with the Belmont Stakes in Race 11). Below are the suggested wagers for both of those bets based on the chart above: 
 

PICK 3 Races 3-5:  

 

$4 Pick 3 (All A’s): 6/3/2,3,9 = $12  
 

$2 Pick 3 (B/A/A): 1,2/3/2,3,9 = $12  

 

$2 Pick 3 (A/A/B): 6/3/4,8 = $4  
 

$1 Pick 3 (C/A/A): 4/3/2,3,9 = $3  

 

$1 Pick 3 (A/C/A): 6/2,7/2,3,9 = $6  
 

Total: $37  

 

Pick 4 Race 8-11:  
 

$2 Pick 4 (All As): 3,7/1,10/1,3,10/1,4 = $48 

 

$1.00 Pick 4 (B/A/A/A): 1,4,6/1,10/1,3,10/1,4 = $36  
 

$0.50 Pick 4 (A/B/A/A): 3,7/6/1,3,10/1,4 = $6  

 

$0.50 Pick 4 (A/A/B/A): 3,7/1,10/8/1,4 = $4  
 

Total: $94 

 

 
 

 

Thank you once again for reading through this 2018 Belmont Stakes Guide presented by 

RacingDudes.com and Guaranteed Tip Sheet! 
 

GOOD LUCK TO ALL! 
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